Strong school leaders begin as strong teacher leaders.

School Leaders at Collegiate Academies are the cultural leaders of their school. They focus their time on building outstanding team cultures to drive results for scholars academically and socially. To do this, our leaders need a deep understanding of the classrooms they lead.
The first year of the Fellowship requires fellows to embed themselves in a CA school as a teacher while completing all of the Year One Fellowship Coursework.

Shadow leaders within and outside of Collegiate Academies to gain first hand perspective of different leadership models and styles.

CA Leadership Courses
Learn directly from our Chief of Leadership Development Adam Meinig in a series of comprehensive monthly seminars.

School Leader Fellows Book Club
Hone your practice with regular readings on pedagogy and leadership.

Leadership Shadowing
Identify growth areas in your school and tackle them with immediate action. Hone in on your leadership skills and apply the feedback received in your direct coaching.

Excellent School Visits
Travel with your cohort to observe exemplary schools in practice and return with ideas to drive improvement at home.

School Improvement Projects
Phase 2.
2 year pathway, adjusted for fellows who want and need more time.

Develop your leadership as an Assistant Principal at an existing CA school.

School Leader Fellows will receive specialized development from a dedicated coach, learning skills such as adult leadership, performance management, and talent hiring. Fellows will practice these skills, serving as an Assistant School Leader for at least one year before leading his or her own school.

Phase 3.
2 year pathway, adjusted for fellows who want and need more time.

Drive school culture and achievement as a School Leader at a new or existing CA school.

Fellowship led by:

Ben Marcovitz, Collegiate Academies Chief Executive Officer
Adam Meinig, Collegiate Academies Chief of Leadership Development and Former KIPP Principal.